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American IRA-A National Self-Directed IRA Services Provider, Announces A
New Blog "Due Diligence in Self-Directed IRAs"

Due diligence is vital in any investment context. This blog emphasizes how its especially so for
clients who use Self-Directed IRAs and other retirement accounts for a few reasons.

Atlanta, GA (PRWEB) August 18, 2014 -- Every investor knows it is critical to perform the correct due
diligence on all investments. This blog delves in to the importance of due diligence within Self-Directed IRAs
and other retirement accounts for a few reasons.

The blog goes on to explain that due diligence is the analytical process by which any investor works to reduce
the chances of and severity of loss, first, before it focuses on potential gains.The security salespeople and the
people selling interest will make sure investors are aware of the investment’s upside potential yet they spend
little to no time discussing the risks of the investment.

This blog shares that investors can find a basic list of due diligence questions anywhere on the web. And
reading through these documents from experienced entrepreneurs and investors who have purchased and sold
many companies themselves is an education for just about anyone. But there are certain aspects to due diligence
that apply especially within the context of Self-Directed IRAs and other retirement accounts.

A lot of these issues are specific to the topic of Self-Directed IRAs and Self-Directed 401(k)s. Due diligence
shouldn’t just be focused on the company itself, but also it should be done in light of the specific context of
IRA investing.

Click here to read the entire blog.

About American IRA, LLC:

Click here to claim one of our 7 Self-Directed IRA guide(s).

American IRA is committed to providing every client with gold-level service, regardless of account size.
Experience their expertise through their certified IRA services professionals. Enjoy the value with one low
annual fee of $285 with unlimited assets and unlimited account values. American IRA clients love the benefit
of no charge for "All Cash" accounts. The performance of the American IRA staff is unmatched, with quick and
efficient processing within 48 hours.

American IRA services thousands of clients and has over $300 million in assets under administration.

American IRA was built by investors for investors, and brings their successful investment experience to the
table, providing excellent educational material showing the public that their Self-Directed IRA account can
invest in a variety of assets such as real estate, private lending, limited liability companies, precious metals and
much more.

American IRA is conveniently located in Asheville, NC and Charlotte, NC, and serves clients nationwide.
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Contact Information
Sean McKay
American IRA, LLC
http://www.americanira.com
+1 (828) 257-4949

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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